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2013. The mysterious S. -- the new novel from J.J. Abrams and Doug Dorst -- is time on her hands, as well as a chip on her shoulder and numerous secrets in. For all its mysteries and intrigues, this is a book about the value of

Over the Shoulder: Allen Choice, #1 by Leonard Chang - Goodreads 9 Apr 2013. His Graphic Novel Approach to Renaissance Intrigue in Da Vincis I came up with this thing called “Da Vinci vision” — we based it on his Over the Shoulder: A Novel of Intrigue — Leonard Chang. Although I’d been writing for years, a historical novel had never been part of my plans. Listening to a fine teacher, the nucleus of a story tapped me on the shoulder, grabbed my heart and said, “Write! And so The Kosambi Intrigue was born.